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p.3 - Completed 7th grade education in Chicago public schools and worked as a delivery man at $15/week.

p.4 - Patrick was paroled 3-11-40 sponsored by E. Sontagh, Chicago. Was to live with Dave Kovin in Chicago & to work for R.D. Kane Company, Chicago.

Sept 10, 1946, Patrick advised he was married to Lorraine Ordman & had two daughters.

p.6 - On Dec 20, 1957 informant's records reflected a change of address for Patrick on 12-25, 1954 for two Pat. From 4248 Congress to 2520 West Jarvis St., Chicago.

p.5 - Residences & Dates

4248 West Congress (1948-1954)
4036 West Gladys Ave (1954)
3307 Douglas Boulevard (1942-1946)
4144 West 12th Street (1942)
1519 California Avenue (birth).

p.10 - On 4-30-59 Martin Schneider advised he had known Pat. for many years. Raised on West Side. Regarded Pat. as "a tough hoodlum" Closely associated with Pat. was Dave Yaros & William Block.
Rap sheet


Co-Def. D's in bank robbery (1933) - Jack Patrick, Edward Murphy, John Gray, & John Davis.

ASSOCIATES

James Allegretti - According to source, Allegretti is a "syndicate" rep on near North side of Chicago.

Phil Alderisio - "Syndicate" muscleman.

Morris Saletko - right hand man for Patrick.

Richard M. Block - in 1938 - surveillance of disclosed Patrick visited Block's apt. several nights a week.

William E. Block -

On 3-23-59 informant stated that Wm. Block had been told by Chicago mob to leave Chicago & not to return. Chicago informant believed difficulty with Chicago hoodlums, believed it started years ago at the time of murder of James Ragen, Sr. in which block, Patrick & Dave Yared were indicted & charges dismissed. Block moved to L.A.

Nathan Blumenthal.

Hyman S. Brody

Marshall Caffano.

Mike Chernoff.

Edward D'Aquila.
Ronald ae Christopher.

Dave Yaras - Advised Ed. has been in constant telephone contact with Dave Yaras from Sept., 1957 to May, 1959. On 3-12-58, Chicago informant advised that Patrick "was very close" to Yaras, "a Chicago hoodlum who had great power in the underworld on the west side of Chicago." On 1-8-58, a different Chicago informant advised that Dave Yaras and Leonard Patrick "were very closely associated even though Yaras was residing in Miami Beach."

The records of Chicago P.D were checked on 5-7-58, reflected Yaras (FBI # 655-697, PD # D143-60) had been arrested about 28 times from 1933 to 1947, mostly for general principles, disorderly conduct, and investigation."

FBI Report, 9/14/65 Chicago - 92-3189-61
FBI Report, Chicago, 6/12/64 - 92-3189-55
FBI Report, Chicago 3/16/64 - 92-3189-54
FBI Report, Chicago, 9/24/63 - 92-3189-52
FBI Report, Chicago 5/28/63 - 92-3189-50
FBI Report, Chicago 3/19/63 - 92-3189-49
FBI Report, Chicago 1/17/63 92-3189-48
FBI Report, Chicago 7/6/71 92-3189-83
Lenny Patrick

DUB - 10/6/13
Chicago.

1. 92-3189-63 July 6, 1971

   Synopsis: Pat, last reported to be residing at 7425 West Belmont, Chicago. Described as controlling gambling in Douglas Park Dist. A north side of Chicago until late 1970, when his bookmaking operations were closed down because of new Fed gambling legislation. Dave Yaras named as having been Patrick's partner in gambling operations. Identities of bettors & bookmaker of Patrick set forth.

   Legit enterprises.

2. 92-3189-62 12/16/65

   Patrick still in control of bookmaking on Chicago's far north side. Reported to be in FLW 11/65.

   Patrick observed in meeting at Chicago on 11/15/65 with Dave Yaras, Gus Alex, & Leonard Yaras.

3. 92-3189-61 9/14/65 Chicago report.

   Patrick presently in "juice" racket & reportedly involved in murder of James Ragan years ago.
Informant advised that Patrick was in contact with Sam Giancana on 12-27-61. Patrick related to Giancana that he is to receive $10,000 from some unnamed venture & he was bemoaning the fact that he should be getting 30,000 for the venture.

On 12/18/59 informant advised a person believed to be Pat. briefly appeared at Celano's and spoke to James Celano.

On 1-16-60 informant advised Patrick spoke briefly on this date with Frank Ferraro, Murray Humphreys, both Chicago top hoodlums, and Hy Godfrey, at Celano's.


Patrick attended Shepard Grammar School.

Patrick received at Indiana State Reformatory on 6-25-33, sentence 10 yrs - imposed on 6-24 by Marshall County, Indiana, Circuit Court, Plymouth Indiana, on conviction of robbing a bank at Culver, Indiana on May 29, 1933.
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